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Make a Statement  

with Tiles
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“Many of us have taken the time to turn our 
house into a home this year. Kitchens continue 
to be the social hub, where we cook, eat and 
chat with friends and family into the late hours. 
The living room has adopted a dual purpose, 
becoming a combined living and working space 
which is temporary for some, permanent for 
others. Bathrooms have shifted to accommodate 
multiple generations living under the same roof, 
as families have grouped together to save on 
living costs. Gardens are no longer an unruly  
plot of grass and shrubs, instead they have 
become sanctuaries. Our own little piece of 
paradise to bask in the afternoon sun and enjoy 
some down time.

      Kitchens continue to 
be the social hub, where 
we cook, eat and chat 
with friends and family 
into the late hours.

“ “

Stunning Tiles  
for all Styles
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“Tiles in particular have played an incredibly 
important part in all of these transformations,  
as homeowners look for practical solutions with 
ultimate creative freedom. This year tile design 
has followed interior design trends more closely 
than ever, welcoming a whole host of exciting new 
looks from playful patterns, to striking shapes and 
captivating colours. Through these super stylish 
designs, the purpose of the tile has evolved from 
a simple surface covering to a focal point of many 
living schemes. 

“We hope this look book leaves you feeling 
inspired by the beauty of tiles. Practical, versatile 
and stylish, with the ability to adapt to all different 
interior spaces, tiles are an unrivalled solution for 
decorating all areas of the home. 

“Read on to discover our trend predictions and 
styling tips from our design experts which will help 
you feel ready to take on any upcoming projects.” 

Jayne Adamson,  
Marketing Manager at Verona

Main image: Vincent Pink
Images bottom, left to right: Daintree Grey,  
Mondrian Grey & Exbury Grey. 



Verona is the UK’s largest distributor of 
tiles. With a wide range of materials from 
ceramic and porcelain to natural stone, 
Verona has a tile for every project.

Ceramic
Perfect for use on walls and floors, ceramic tiles 
are hardwearing, easy to install and require minimal 
upkeep. They work well with underfloor heating, 
and as they are waterproof, they are ideal for use 
in wet rooms. A great value option, ceramics are 
widely available in a multitude of sizes, designs and 
finishes.

 Porcelain
Fired at a higher temperature than ceramic, 
porcelain tiles are denser, making them extremely 
robust and well suited to busy areas of the home. 
Waterproof and easy to clean, they also come in a 
huge range of designs, sizes and styles, offering 
unrivalled design potential. 

 Outdoor 
Tiles have branched out into the garden over the 
past few years, providing a stylish yet practical 
garden-scaping solution. 20mm porcelain tiles are 
frost and algae resistant, making them ideal for use 
in British gardens, and work beautifully to create 
patio areas, paths and even a flowing indoor to 
outdoor design with coordinating indoor tiles.  

Mosaics 
Mosaics are still popular and tend to be small 
tiles made from ceramic, porcelain or glass. They 
are usually attached to a mesh backing for easy 
installation. 

For all your  
Tiling Needs
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For all your  
Tiling Needs

Why tiles? 
-  Hardwearing, durable and water 

resistant, tiles offer a stylish yet practical 
option for any room.

-  Tiles are simple to clean, with no need for 
specialist products. A hot cloth and gentle 
cleaning solution should remove build up in 
moisture prone and high footfall areas. 

-  Installation is fast and straightforward. 
Tiles are easy to cut and shape, saving time 
and money when it comes to labour costs. 

-  Tiles offer surface solutions brimming 
with style and personality, making them the 
ultimate choice for creating a unique space 
that lasts for years to come.  
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Main image: Exbury Beige & Harewood Oak
Images left, top to bottom: Ribera Aqua, Daintree Grey, 
Exbury Grey & Fog Stone Hex. 
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Key Colour Trends
Transform your home with fashion’s favourite shades. From cool, inky blue through 
to delicate pastel pink, colour still plays a hugely important part in interior styling. 
Jayne highlights the shades that are guaranteed to make an impact on surfaces. 

Blues
With blue hues spanning the full spectrum, the 
sky’s the limit. From tropical-inspired turquoise 
to the palest of aquas, steel grey-blues to cool 
sea shades, bring vibrancy to the home with 
blue tiles. Heritage patterns and geometrics 
add detail to blue designs, while gloss finishes 
transform blue shades as the light changes. 

Greens
With a subtle nod to nature, green tiles  
create spaces that evoke a sense of calm  
and tranquillity. Whether it’s soft sage green  
in a distinctive format featuring a contemporary 
design or a deep jewel tone for a more 
dramatic look and feel, there is a green for 
every space. Pair with natural textures and 
wood to complete the look.

Greys
The modern classic, grey is here to stay in 
all its different guises. Choose from soft, 
warm greige tones through to dramatic, cool 
charcoal. Grey tile designs span the full 
spectrum from contemporary geometrics and 
Victorian patterns, to stone and wood-effects, 
all designed for maximum visual impact. This 
neutral offers so many possibilities, making it 
perfect for interiors of all styles.

Pinks
A modern, muted take on pastels, shell pink, 
soft rose and blush are now in high demand, 
softening the look in kitchens and bathrooms. 
Discover classic formats in matt and lustrous 
pearlised finishes.

Hope Blue 75x300mm 

Dali Patterned 250x250mm

Metro Pink 100x200mm

Sunburst Mint 232x267mm
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Metro Turquoise. 
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Drawing on classic Italian design principles, the 
trend for terrazzo has taken interiors by storm. 
The perfect blend of old and new, it’s a look that 
works in traditional homes and contemporary 
spaces alike. 

Transform kitchens, hallways, open plan living 
spaces and bathrooms with a design that makes 
itself at home. For floors, walls, splashbacks and 
wetrooms; the choice is yours.

Terrazzo  
Transformation

An artisanal-inspired look. Retro, yet of the moment. Subtle or bold, terrazzo has 
earned its place in today’s most stylish homes.

      With its subtle scattered design, 

the Confetti tile takes the terrazzo 

trend and transforms it for modern 

interiors.
“ “
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You can style confetti in any number 
of ways, but my favourite is to pair 
it with soft pastel accessories, such 
as concrete basins and vanity units 
for a feminine look, or alongside 
extravagant, oversized furnishings 
for a confident, boutique feel.

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

Crafted Confetti 185x185mm

With pops of colour adding a sense 
of fun to understated backgrounds, 
terrazzo tiles work with bright accents as 
well as neutrals and monochromes for 
the ultimate in styling flexibility.
 
Featuring a subtle scattered design, the 
Confetti tile takes the terrazzo trend 
and transforms it for modern interiors. 
Use on walls and floors to maximise 
the illusion of space. This porcelain tile 
comes in a 185x185mm format, with a 
stylish matt finish featuring coloured 
gloss flecks for a unique effect.  
RRP £70/sqm. 

Crafted 
Confetti
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Confident  
Pattern

“      Swap out plain tiles and 
breathe new life into the home 
with a powerful design which 
makes a statement all of its own. 

“
Mondrian Pink.
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Mondrian delivers period styling, while 
meeting the demands of modern living. 
With its fleur-de-lys design with strong 
geometric lines, it’s a pattern full of strong 
character perfectly suited to walls or floors. 

Named after Piet Mondrian, famed 
for his cubist art, there is a choice of 
four stunning shades. From the deeply 

dramatic Charcoal and Navy to the lighter, 
airier Grey and Pink, the beauty of each 
colour is its ability to work with dark or 
light interiors to create the desired look. 
Finished with a rich glaze, this high quality 
porcelain tile comes in a 335x335mm 
square format for maximum flexibility.  
RRP from £36/sqm. 

Mondrian

Adding colourful patterns to a room allows 
you the freedom to pick out a shade from the 
tile to tie into the décor. Mondrian in Navy 
on a floor with rich jewel toned walls is a 
simple yet effective way to achieve a striking 
contemporary look in a hallway. Alternatively, 
team Mondrian in Grey with crisp white walls 
to make a bathroom feel fresh and timeless. 
Add a towering palm plant in a rattan basket to 
bring the look right up to date.

Mondrian Charcoal
335x335mm

Mondrian Grey
335x335mm

Mondrian Navy Blue
335x335mm Mondrian Pink335x335mm

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

Bring visual interest to walls and 
floors through confident pattern 
choices. 

Whether the kitchen or bathroom, hallway 
or cloakroom, electrify living spaces with 
intricate designs inspired by different 
generations. 

For a design that exudes confidence in 
spades, choose a patterned tile. Swap out 
plain tiles and breathe new life into the 
home with a powerful design which makes 
a statement all of its own. Designs that run 
seamlessly from one tile to the next create 
an illusion of space, even in the smallest of 
rooms, transforming a compact cloakroom 
or ensuite with a continuous look.

Mondrian Navy Blue.
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Vincent Charcoal 335x335mm

Vincent Grey 335x335mm
Vincent Pink 335x335mm

Star Quality  

Steal the spotlight with timeless motifs and 
patterns inspired by iconic artists. 
Full of design appeal, choose a patterned tile with star quality for a  
distinctive and characterful look in your home. 
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Ideal for updating floors and walls in any 
room, Vincent blends style and practicality 
with a luxurious modern finish in four stunning 
colourways. Charcoal and Grey embrace the 
movement for cool neutrals, while Navy and 
Pink explore key fashion shades to create trend-
led interiors. 

With a range of subtly different background 
designs so the overall look is less uniform and 
more artisanal, Vincent is a design that pays 
homage to Vincent Van Gogh and his love of 
painting stars. A highly durable porcelain tile,  
all four colourways come in a 335x335mm 
square format for maximum creative freedom. 
RRP from £36/sqm.

Vincent

Vincent Navy Blue335x335mm

With the recent focus on home working, try 
Vincent in Grey on the floor of an office paired 
with pale wood furniture and carefully-considered 
lighting to give you an inspiring and calming 
environment. Use the pink version as a splash back 
teamed with crisp white walls and green house 
plants, or if you’re looking to maximise impact in 
your bathroom or ensuite, Vincent in Navy is ultra-
dramatic, creating a stunning backdrop for warm 
metallics, like brass, copper and gold.

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

Images from left, clockwise: Vincent Pink,  
Vincent Charcoal, Vincent Grey, Vincent Navy Blue.



Go with 
the Flow
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      The result is a look 
that’s reminiscent of the decorative Art Deco era, yet is exceptionally modern.

“ “



Discover designs that cascade down the wall 
and onto the floor. Choose a colour that suits 
your personality and let this striking tile shape 
make an impact.

Perfect for a bathroom or wet room, simply let the pattern 
flow. Create a zone with tiles that define your style and let the 
new trends in hexagonal tiles elevate your interiors, giving a 
room star quality. 

Stunning colours and contemporary geo patterns 
combined. The result is a look that’s reminiscent 
of the decorative Art Deco era, yet is exceptionally 
modern.

A high quality glazed tile with a distinctive 
personality, the Sunburst collection works equally 
well across floors as it does walls, making it perfect 
for channelling the cascading trend. The collection 
marries a soft, delicate colour palette of Sea Blue, 
Rose, Grey and Mint with a striking linear pattern for 
a tile completely out of the ordinary. 

Rotate and lay the tiles in any direction to create a 
range of different visual effects – the final design 
aesthetic is all down to you. You can also diffuse 
the transition to plain tiles with a tessellated seam 
to enhance the look. Or contrast against a plain wall 
colour for a fresh modern look. Made from premium 
porcelain, Sunburst comes in a 267x232mm size.  
RRP £48/sqm.

Sunburst

Sunburst Grey
267x232mm

Sunburst Sea Blue  
267x232mm

Sunburst Mint
267x232mm Sunburst Rose267x232mm

Pair Sea Blue Sunburst with crisp 
white walls and light wood for a 
fresh, modern design with energy. 
A blue and white colour palette with 
hints of wood for texture is a great 
combination for those who enjoy a 
nautical ambience in the bathroom.

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

15

Images from left to right: Sunburst Sea Blue, Sunburst Mint. 
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With its classic styling and 
unrivalled versatility, the Metro 
tile has long been a go-to choice 
when it comes to updating walls, 
with this simple shape delivering a 
whole host of possibilities. 

From a contemporary pad to period property, 
rustic retreat to industrial, open plan 
apartment, find your own style with Metro 
tiles. Lay in a herringbone, basket weave 
or subway pattern – in the colour of your 
choice – to create a look that defines your 
personality. 

Modern Metro

Metro Turquoise  
100x300mm

Metro Pink
100x300mm

Metro Calacatta
100x300mm

Metro Dark Grey
100x300mm
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Metro tiles make a fantastic 
splashback and can be used to 
cover large spaces, but if you want 
a smaller upstand, perhaps above 
a bathroom sink, you could lay 
elongated metros vertically for 
something a little more unusual.

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

Metro Sage  
100x200mm

Metro Aqua
100x200mm

Metro Marino Blue
100x200mm

Metro Black
100x200mm

A modern take on a traditional design, 
Metro tiles are highly versatile and can 
be arranged in so many different ways to 
create a look which is unique to you and 
your home.

The Metro collection comes in eleven 
colourways, including four new shades 
of Pink, Mint, Turquoise and deep 
Marino Blue. Every colour is enhanced 
with a rich glaze for an alluring finish 
that creates visual stand out. Use as a 
kitchen or bathroom splashback or go 
full cover on walls. It’s up to you.

Made from ceramic, the Metro range is 
available in a 100x200mm or elongated 
100x300mm format.  
RRP from £23/sqm. 

Metro

Images from bottom clockwise: Metro Dark Grey, 
Metro Calacatta, Metro Pink.
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Put pattern centre stage to 
transform a space from every-day to 
extraordinary, bursting with style and 
personality. 

With so many patterns to choose from, the 
patterned trend offers something for everyone, 
from monochromes and muted pastels, through 
to cool, contemporary tones and warm, exotic 
shades. Once favoured in more traditional  
style properties, they are now widely used  
to transform otherwise plain spaces into  
eye-catching, characterful rooms. 

Team patterned tiles with matt black and crisp 
white for a clean, contemporary look. The 
contrast of colourful walls and floors against 
simple accessories strikes a beautiful balance.

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

Pattern Perfection
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From ultra-modern to heritage chic, the Patterned Tile Collection works well just about anywhere in 
the home from kitchen and bathroom walls, through to dining room and conservatory floors. Made 
from glazed ceramic in a range of sizes, with a simple matt finish, there’s a huge range of designs to 
choose from to suit your style. RRP from £30/sqm.

Patterned Tile Collection

Gaudi 250x250mm

Sorolla
250x250mm

Goya 250x250mm

Gaudi blends the old with the new. 
A Moroccan-inspired in muted 
shades with a distinct floral motif. 
In a 250x250mm size with four 
tiles coming together to create one 
repeating pattern.

Goya goes big on monochrome 
with an intricate black pattern on a 
clean white background. Add dark 
walls, brass fittings and minimalist 
lighting for wow-factor designer 
style. In a 250x250mm size with 
four tiles coming together to create 
one repeating pattern.

Sorolla delivers impact through 
a striking large-scale design. The 
perfect choice to create a breath-
taking bathroom accessorised with 
bleached wood and big plants. In 
a 250x250mm size with four tiles 
coming together to create one 
repeating pattern.

Miro 250x250mm

Miro translates Moorish-influences into 
symmetrical geometric patterns via a 
fresh palette of colours. Perfection for 
rustic homes or period properties. In a 
250x250mm size. 

Ribera 450x450mm

Ribera is both bold and subtle with 
a light and airy feel. A clean, circular 
design in soft, muted shades, just add 
your own splashes of colour to dial up 
the drama. In a 450x450mm size with 
pre-scored effect to create the look of 
four smaller tiles. 

Images from left to right: Goya, Gaudi, Sorolla. 
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The Natural Look Explore new dimensions and add depth  

and character to walls with textured tiles.

Accessorise with aged metallics 
and vintage sanitaryware. T he 
rugged texture of timber-effects, 
especially those with deep grains, 
knots and tonal variation, lend 
themselves to the distressed trend 
with their raw appearance. Perfect 
for shabby-chic styling. 

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP
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The Natural Look Daintree Birch - 98x593mm

Daintree comes in three neutral shades – 
Oak, Grey and Birch – the perfect choice for a 
herringbone pattern in a bathroom, kitchen or 
hallway. Offering the practicality of porcelain with 
the good looks of wood, it’s endlessly versatile 
for homes old and new.

Daintree Oak 98x593mm

Daintree Grey 98x593mm

Mercia - 150x600mm

Mercia offers a reclaimed look that’s full of 
character and history. At home in rustic
or traditional spaces, on floors or walls, its 
contemporary colour palette makes it so 
versatile. 

With the same shade variation and woodgrain 
effects as real timber, yet with the practicality 
of porcelain, the Perfect Planks Collection is a 
modern day alternative to traditional wood.  
Hardwearing, striking and timeless, there’s a style 
to suit you.

Offering the same striking design aesthetics 
of traditional planks, these tiles are waterproof, 
durable and easy to clean. Plus, porcelain tiles are 
an ideal partner to underfloor heating for a toasty, 
cosy feeling.

The Perfect Planks collection features a wide 
range of porcelain wood-effect planks, mimicking 
the look of real timber. Available in various sizes. 
RRP from £34/sqm.

Perfect Planks

Images from left to right: Daintree Birch, Daintree Oak. 



Definitive

Blakeley 250x500mm

Tresco 250x500mm

Contrasting textures make a modern 
statement with the Definitive collection 
for a sleek contemporary interior.

Tresco blends a soft concrete-effect with structure 
bringing the raw qualities of concrete to interior 
spaces. This is a strong, angular collection in a matt 
finish and a choice of white or grey.

Brecon’s approach is subtle. This matt white tile 
has just a hint of linear texture – pair with matt black 
fittings for a look that’s minimal and modern.

Blakeley replicates the look of natural stone. With 
its gentle shade variation and pattern, together with 
rustic matt finish, there’s a sense of bringing the 
outside in through natural materials.

The Definitive Tile collection features a range 
of ceramic wall tiles in a 250x500mm format 
and porcelain floor tiles in a 500x500mm size. 
Coordinating decors are also available.  
RRP from £30/sqm.

Brecon 250x500mm
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Tresco White.



Made from high quality porcelain with a glazed matt finish, Voyage 
offers a fresh take on decorative surfaces, with movement and texture 
working hand in hand to bring a sense of direction to walls and floors. 
Featuring a marble-like appearance with contrasting tones of grey 
and white, Voyage taps into the ongoing trend for contemporary grey 
bathrooms and surfaces with character. Available in a 300x600mm 
format. RRP from £30/sqm.

Voyage
23

Voyage 300x600mm

Voyage.



Incredibly versatile, large format tiles masterfully 
open up living spaces. Through limited grout lines 
and reflective surfaces, they bring balance and 
proportion for an open plan design scheme that 
allows the floor to flow from one room to the next.

For a light and airy design opt for soft beige or 
silver shades to bounce the light up from the 
floor, or if you’re tiling in places with heavy footfall, 
go for a graphite concrete-effect to cover any 
imperfections from daily use. 

Supersized 
Surfaces

Eos Grey 600x1200mm

Leto Pearl 600x1200mm

Supersized tiles can bring the same visual impact 
to walls as they do the floor, so long as your 
internal walls are strong and structurally sound. 
Run the tiles from floor to ceiling for a continuous, 
seamless effect. 

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

Experiment with proportion and play 
with scale to give your surfaces a 
whole new look which is high end and 
super stylish. 
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Images from left to right: Leto Grey & Pearl, Loft Ash, 
Frontera Silver. 
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Made from high quality porcelain, the Grande collection offers a number of different designs in a range 
of natural finishes and colour options in a 600x1200mm and 900x900mm large format size. Three of the 
designs include coordinating ranges that are suitable for outdoor use to effortlessly connect the indoors 
with the out. RRP from £41/sqm.

Grande

Frontera Silver
900x900mm

Allegra Pearl
900x900mm

Loft Taupe
900x900mm

Vienna Bianco 900x900mm

Vienna Blanco features a 
white base and decadent grey 
marble-effect pattern, teamed 
with a gorgeous gloss finish for 
a high end look.

Allegra Pearl features a 
high shine finish, exuding 
designer appeal. Another 
very subtle marble-
effect, this tile combines 
pearlescent details with a 
soft beige colour palette, 
which makes it ideal 
for use in bathrooms, 
drawing influence from 
spas and wellness 
retreats. 

Frontera is a minimal rustic 
stone-effect tile with a matt 
finish for a more natural feel. 
Available in Graphite and 
Silver, it’s well suited to those 
who enjoy the modern grey 
look especially when teamed 
with matt black accents, 
minimalist furnishings and 
leafy botanicals. 

Loft is available in four 
stunning colourways of 
Taupe, Dark Grey, White 
and Ash. Loft features a soft 
concrete-effect with slightly 
oxidised edges, making it 
a good option for anyone 
who likes a more natural 
look. Available in indoor and 
outdoor formats depending 
on the colour selected. 



Let’s Go 
Outside  
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Use integral lighting as a way to 
make the garden even more inviting. 
With a nod to villa living, this gives 
a ‘holiday at home’ feel and will 
make your garden the go-to spot for 
hosting summer BBQs with friends 
and family. 

JAYNE’S  
DESIGN TIP

      Ideal for walled gardens, a 

patio extension with bifold doors, 

or outdoor seating area, turn to 

porcelain tiles to create a space 

guests will envy.

“ “

Images from left to right: Welford Geometric Grey, 
Harlow Beige & Harewood Oak. 
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Connecting the home  
with the great outdoors 

Garden scaping has quickly become a trend with 
interior tastes brought outside to create a space to 
truly feel at home in. Ideal for walled gardens, a  
patio extension with bifold doors, or outdoor seating 
area, turn to porcelain tiles to create a space guests 
will envy.

For an easy to maintain living space and personal 
sanctuary to retreat from the everyday stress of 
normal life, outdoor tiles can turn any unruly garden 
into a sanctuary with just a little bit of styling know-
how. Team with wood accessories such as garden 
sleepers, raised planters and traditional fencing for 
a rustic look, or bring modern, oversized furnishings 
and seating into the mix for a contemporary feel. 

A range of 20mm thick porcelain tiles 
purpose made for outdoor use, Al Fresco 
offers something for everyone, with colours 
spanning cool silver tones and fashion 
forward greys, to warm, sun-kissed neutrals. 
Drawing influence from real wood and  
stone, Al Fresco combines the rustic look  
of natural materials with all the benefits  
of a porcelain tile in a practical, stylish 
surface covering.

Offering 10 timeless ranges, each with its 
own unique design style and colour palette, 
the Al Fresco collection comes in a range 
of sizes and formats offering you maximum 
design possibilities.

The new collection also includes two  
new patterned tiles for the more trend-
conscious who want to make a statement. 
Lovers of patterned flooring can now  
extend the trend outside, with Welford 
Geometric. Featuring a popular geometric 
pattern for added personality, this 
contemporary tile design is available in 
Anthracite and Grey, with coordinating 
plains to complete the look. 

Available in a range of sizes, in rectangle 
or plank shapes, the Al Fresco collection is 
made from premium porcelain in a 20mm 
thickness for outdoor use, with coordinating 
indoor tiles also available as part of the 
collection. RRP from £36/sqm.

Al Fresco

Harewood Oak
195x1200mm / 300x1200mm

Chatsworth Light Grey
600x600mm / 600x900mm

Build the garden of dreams with Al Fresco

Welford Ivory
595x595mm



For all your tiling and flooring needs, indoors and out.

Verona, Project House, Armley Road, Leeds, LS12 2DR 
E. sales@veronagroup.co.uk  T. 0113 244 4984

www.veronagroup.co.uk


